
STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES IN WRITING AND COMMUNICATION

SKILLS

*Please describe your writing and communication skills, indicating particular strengths or weaknesses ( words or less):
While I am proud of.

Provide Enough Detail in Emails The desire to avoid overly long and complex emails is a noble one. What
makes you cringe? All workers should be encouraged to take the time to verify information before
communicating it verbally or in writing. During this class I learned how to use the library website to find
reputable sources. To be able to do this, you must relate to the person you are communicating to; in turn, that
person will relate to you. At the very least, an email should highlight critical information and provide
recipients with documents or links that they can use to do more research: Examples: A too-brief email: "The
regulations governing licensing fees for cosmetologists has changed. How to spot this weakness in your
writing: Can you distill the essence of your content in one sentence? It may also make you feel alienated and
rejected. I will present my strengths and weaknesses in writing and provide a detailed plan for refining areas
where improvements need for improvement. Essays may be lightly modified for readability or to protect the
anonymity of contributors, but we do not edit essay examples prior to publication. Firstly, my strengths in
writing have developed much over time. As I have gone through many years of English classes I have
acquired more and more skills and many more are sure to come as I continue my education. In order to
achieve success people must learn to use their strengths and improve their weaknesses. How to spot whether
your writing lacks substance: Does your content remain abstract or superficial? Further reading on writing
with substance: How I turned 31 measly words into a valuable blog post [case study] Weakness 4: Dodgy flow
Content that flows pulls readers smoothly from the first to the last word, without hiccups and hurdles. Do you
ever read your content and wonder â€¦ Why is this not better? Keep it balanced or strengthen the strong points
presentation by presenting more of those. Writing essays was never my favorite thing to do and im pretty sure
many people feel the same way. If you aren't sure, ask your supervisor for feedback, or ask the individual in
question if they want to be part of the discussion. Now that I have honestly identified some of my weaknesses
and strengths in writing, I know that I have a lot of work to do to make myself a better person Bethel
University,  What is ethos? Don't be so vague in your references. I was able to set up a clear introduction to
the paper and my conclusion was somewhat exquisite. I am a person who will read or hear something and it
usually sticks with me The primary strength in my writing is the structure. One of my struggles in the past was
organization in what I wrote.


